U.S.S. Vesuvius – February 29, 2000

Host CO_Alar says:
Last time on the Vesuvius:

Host CO_Alar says:
The Vesuvius arrived to discover a planet in chaos. Several cities had been flattened by earthquakes, and the capitol city itself is threatened with collapse. The vast system of catacombs beneath the capitol are highly unstable at this time, and one more earthquake could cause the city to sink. Without the support the catacombs offer...

Host CO_Alar says:
the city would not exist.

Host CO_Alar says:
Ironically, the catacombs shelter the homeless and the criminal of the capitol. Referred to as "ex pops", or excess population, they are not considered by the Leijfin government as worthy of evacuation.

Host CO_Alar says:
Faced with a moral dilemma almost greater than the environmental threat, the crew of the Vesuvius must decide which is more crucial- the needs of the many, or the needs of the few.

Host CO_Alar says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Marek_Drig says:
@:::Looking smug in the Mines Controls room ::

Host CO_Alar says:
::in her ready room, recalling the true state of the catacombs beneath the capitol::

OPS-VonKruger says:
::monitoring communications::

CSOLorenzo says:
::still on the planet:: @CO:I'd like a 2nd away team to come down to the planet, my SOs are standing by.

EO_Wakefield says:
::repairing ODN junction 35Iota::

CEO_Davis says:
::on bridge, sifting through various seismological reports while running a series of simulations::

CMO_Tigs says:
:: in sickbay monitoring Jalara's condition::

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Captain, there seems to be gap in the shields covering the catacombs.  I'm picking up lifeforms.

CSOLorenzo says:
@CO:They will need security and medical teams to accompany them.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Lorenzo* Agreed. Vesuvius out.

Host CO_Alar says:
::still a little disturbed by the thought of the place being ignored for the sake of others.::

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Most are faint, but there is definitely survivors down there.

Host CO_Alar says:
::exits her ready room and enters the bridge:: Kelson: How many?

CSOLorenzo says:
@::continues her studies of the planet and subsequent quakes::

OPS-VonKruger says:
::keeping a close watch on the away team's position::

Host CO_Alar says:
ACTION: A shudder ripples through the city, only a prelude of what's to come.

TO_Kelson says:
::looking up, noticing the Captain's not on the bridge::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Feels the shudder ::

CEO_Davis says:
::simulation number eight finishes, and the results are still favorable; in addition, he's unable to find any use of his and Lorenzo's idea, or anything like it::

CSOLorenzo says:
@CO:I will also need a way ....::holds on once again::  into the caverns.

EO_Wakefield says:
::finishes repairs of 35 Iota and replaces access panel::

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Several hundred in the place sensors can reach.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: I had best make arrangements for my departments evacuation

TO_Kelson says:
CO: How many are supposed to be down there?

EO_Wakefield says:
::heads back to Main Engineering::

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  In all, I mean?

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:That is a wise decision, but before you go, is there a way for me to get to the underground caverns?

Host CO_Alar says:
::overhears Drig:: *Lorenzo* You may want to remind Drig that his duty as a civil servant is to stay with the city- to the end.

CEO_Davis says:
*EO Dawkins*: What is the status of the probe modifications?

Host CO_Alar says:
*Lorenzo* Press your suit with Drig- you will need to get down there.

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: There's no way to know....the population varies.

CEO_Davis says:
*Dawkins*: We're almost finished, sir. Only three more to equip.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: That doorway there and down a flight and to the right ...you will come to a hatch ..

EO_Wakefield says:
::arrives at Main Engineering and instructs his teams to report in::

Host CO_Alar says:
::bites lip:: Kelson: Could we modify one of the cargo bays to contain as many as you can beam out?

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  If the shield is partially down, the "undesirables" will be able to surface.  Should we set up a security perimeter?

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Eyes fog over with the memory when he first came up out of there ::

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: Bring the wounded up here.

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:Thank you, would it be too much to get a guide to help me maneuver through the caverns?

CEO_Davis says:
CO: We're almost prepared, Captain...only about five to ten more minutes...

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  Yes, that would be possible.  I believe Cargo Bay 4 is relatively empty at the moment.

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: Good to know. Keep working.

TO_Kelson says:
::checks status of Cargo Bay 4::

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: Then do this- beam the wounded to Cargo Bay 3 and alert Royce to the incoming.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: I doubt that any are available... the evacuation and all...everyone not working down there will be packing

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Aye, Captain.

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:Perhaps a map?

CEO_Davis says:
::readies his deflector pulse and begins preparing angles::

Host CO_Alar says:
ACTION: Another shudder hits, a little stronger this time.

EO_Wakefield says:
*CO*:  Wakefield to Captain.

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: How will this impact the people?

CSOLorenzo says:
@::holds on ::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::grabs some Isolinear chips :: CSO: These might help ? they are a supposed full map

TO_Kelson says:
*Royce*  Wounded will be beamed directly into your trauma center, Doctor.

MO-Xenobia says:
:: advises staff in Cargobay Three to be prepared::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:supposed?

MO-Xenobia says:
*Kelson* acknowledged...Royce out

Host CO_Alar says:
ACTION: 30 wounded beam into Cargo Bay 3 with various injuries.

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek: I would prefer it if you accompanied me.

CMO_Tigs says:
:: monitors the Bridge Conversation::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: I left there as a young man, ...I know they are , er, incomplete

TO_Kelson says:
::getting locks on lifesigns in catacombs::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Wakefield* Go ahead.

MO-Xenobia says:
:: 30 injured materialized in Cargo Bay 3, medical staff starts to work ::

CEO_Davis says:
CO: Impact will be negligible.  We can target the deflector burst away from any populated areas and still pull this off.  They might feel a momentary shudder...but other than that, nothing.

CMO_Tigs says:
:: stands at the ready for incoming casualties ::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:Still, this is your territory, if you want me to help your planet, your city, then I will need you to guide me through those caves.

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: You have my blessing. Warn Minister Drig before doing so, please.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::hesitates and frowns ::

TO_Kelson says:
*Royce*  How many casualties can you handle at this time?

EO_Wakefield says:
*CO*:  We've repaired over half the junctions, but we've run out of spare parts, and I'm reluctant to use the replicators because we may need the power for whatever you are planning to do with those earthquakes down below.

CEO_Davis says:
CO: Acknowledged.

CSOLorenzo says:
@CEO:How about those tri-pod fields Davis?

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Sighs:: CSO: Let's go ::grabs a mask ::

CEO_Davis says:
::continues calculating angles and recording measurements as Lorenzo's measurements come in::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Wakefield* When was the last time you improvised? Pull something out of your hat, Ensign...that's what engineers do. ::she smiles::

CSOLorenzo says:
@::puts on her filter mask, grabs her palm beacon and follows Marek::

CEO_Davis says:
*CSO*: What do you mean?

EO_Wakefield says:
*CO*:  Alright.  Wakefield out.

Host CO_Alar says:
::shakes her head- she must have scared the youngster::

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: How many wounded are still down there?

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::shudders down a flight of steps as he dons a mask , just before the hatch he reaches into a locker and grabs a toolbelt ::

MO-Xenobia says:
:: several of the injured are in shock,  toxicologists in Cargo Bay Three tend these ::

CSOLorenzo says:
@CEO:I need to set up fields to better support the caverns, I need them beamed down to me.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: You may wnat one of these as well

CEO_Davis says:
::finishes the last of four angles, then sets the computer to figure them out for comparison::

CEO_Davis says:
::sighs::

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Still over one hundred, Ma'am.

CSOLorenzo says:
@::checks her holstered phaser::

CEO_Davis says:
*CSO*: They'll be down momentarily.  Davis out.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Offers her a belt ::

CMO_Tigs says:
*MO:: Status?::

EO_Wakefield says:
*Engineering Teams*:  Alright people.  Start ripping good ODN junctions out of non essential areas and putting them where they're needed.

CEO_Davis says:
*EO*: Davis to Wakefield.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* How quickly can you get another triage center set up in cargo bay 4?

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  If some of these wounded are criminals, I would like to have a security detachment sent to Cargobay 3.

CSOLorenzo says:
@::takes the belt::

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: Agreed. Make it so.

EO_Wakefield says:
*CEO* :  Wakefield here.

CEO_Davis says:
*EO*: I know you're busy, but can you send a team down to the cargo bay to recover the tripod field generators.  Have them beamed down to the planet from the Bay.

TO_Kelson says:
*Security* Security team Gamma, report to Cargo Bay 3.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::opens the inner hatch and goes in ::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs* We've got about 15 with shock that the toxicologists are handling, minor injuries right now, broken bones, surface cuts

CMO_Tigs says:
*CO*:: we can set up in 15 minutes Ma'am::

EO_Wakefield says:
*CEO*:  No problem Chief.  Wakefield out.

CSOLorenzo says:
@::follows Marek down::

Host CO_Alar says:
ACTION: Another tremor hits, collapsing the exit tunnel behind Drig and Lorenzo.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* Do it. You've got incoming as soon as you're set up.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::looks back :: CSO : Drat

CSOLorenzo says:
@::turns quickly with tricorder in hand::  Marek:Well, we'll need another way out.

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  I've lost the lock on our away team.

CMO_Tigs says:
*CO*:: Aye, Ma'am::

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: As soon as Tigs is set up, beam up more wounded.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: We had best pray for a miracle then

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Aye, Captain.

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: Try searching for Betazoid lifesigns near their last known location.

CMO_Tigs says:
:: taps her comm badge:: Dr Aola to CB4 Stat with your back up medical team::

CEO_Davis says:
COM: Marek Drig: Davis to Minister Drig, come in.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: what do you need to see down here ?

TO_Kelson says:
::scans for Betazoid lifesigns::

CMO_Tigs says:
:: transports medical supplies and field hospital equipment to CB4::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:I need closer scans so I can then set up the fields to hold this place together once the resonators begin.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@COM: CEO: ::sputters with static :: CEO< I don't get a clear signal, but what do you need ?

MO-Xenobia says:
:: looks at Dr. Aola and nods :: Aola: don't forget to check for toxic fumes in the systems.

EO_Wakefield says:
*Engineering Team Seven*:  Fellas, and lady, I need you to head down to the Main Cargo Bay to recover the tripod field generators and beam them down to the planet

CEO_Davis says:
::boosts power to communications array, trying to at least compensate for the electromagnetic interference from the surface, he figures::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: Anyplace in particular ?

MO-Xenobia says:
:: Dr. Aola nods and points at several mo's and leaves Cargo Bay Three for Cargo Bay Four::

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  Scans show a rock slide at there last known location.  I have a few intermittent lifesigns but can't specify which is Lorenzo.

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: How many?

CMO_Tigs says:
*MO*:: inform me when the Second team is set in CB 4,::

MO-Xenobia says:
:: nods to other mo's to continue with the injured:: mo's: we're getting busy, step on it!

EO_Wakefield says:
<Eng Team 7> *EO*:  AYe sir.  On our way.

Host CO_Alar says:
ACTION: An incoming distress signal is received by the Vesuvius.

OPS-VonKruger says:
CO:  Distress call coming in Ma'am

TO_Kelson says:
CO: 4 lifesigns.

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek: The weakest points

Host CO_Alar says:
Von Kruger: Source?

CEO_Davis says:
COM: Marek Drig: Mr Drig, we're about to attempt a remedy to the problem using modified resonators, and controlled deflector bursts.  We wanted to warn you...you might  feel a few trembles down there, but this should fix things...temporarily.

TO_Kelson says:
CO: should I beam them aboard?

OPS-VonKruger says:
CO:  It is from Doole

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs* <Aola> Medical team in Cargo Bay Four ready for supplies

Host CO_Alar says:
::mutters to self:: Wonderful timing....

Host Marek_Drig says:
@:::Rolls eyes and thinks: Figures ::

Host CO_Alar says:
Von Kruger: Where is the Magma?

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Pulls a tiny device from belt and waves it about ::

CMO_Tigs says:
*MO* :: they are sent::

TO_Kelson says:
*Tigs* Doc, are you ready for wounded?

CEO_Davis says:
*Cargo Bay*: Davis to Engineering teams...have we transported the field generators to the planet yet?

OPS-VonKruger says:
CO:  About 3 light years out Ma'am

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: This way

CSOLorenzo says:
@::nods and follows::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs* one for sickbay with internal laceration to the pancreas, kidney and bladder, female, mid-20's semi-conscious

Host CO_Alar says:
Von Kruger: Can you determine what has happened to him?

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Heads deeper and down lower into the mine ::

EO_Wakefield says:
<Eng Team 7>  *CEO*:  Just about to sir.  Standby.

CMO_Tigs says:
*TO*:: I will inform you when we are ready if an emergency occurs beam them by all means::

CSOLorenzo says:
@CO:I think the team should come down now, there will be many more wounded once the resonators go off.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: This is the invention that got me out of the mine

CEO_Davis says:
*ET7*: Acknowledged. Davis out.

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs* <Aola> Cargo Bay Four is ready, Ma'am

TO_Kelson says:
*Tigs*Understood.

CMO_Tigs says:
*MO*:: I am ready beam her to SB::

CEO_Davis says:
::even through the confusion wonders why Drig has not responded yet::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:Invention?

Host CO_Alar says:
*Lorenzo* The medical staff has it's collective hands full up here, but try to coordinate something with Dr. Tigs.

CMO_Tigs says:
*CO*:: CB4 is at the ready Ma'am::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: You use bulky tricorders, we use these

MO-Xenobia says:
*transporter room* : one to beam directly to sick bay

EO_Wakefield says:
<Eng Team 7>  ::watches as tripods dematerialize::

OPS-VonKruger says:
CO:  Ma'am, it looks like his engine is off line

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::nears a certain point ::

CMO_Tigs says:
:: a female patient materializes in SB ::

Host CO_Alar says:
Von Kruger: How are your piloting skills?

CSOLorenzo says:
@::looking around and scanning the structural integrity of the caverns::

CMO_Tigs says:
COMPUTER:: diagnostic scans full stat::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: Here is the worst that we were close to ::indicates a crack in the surface rock ::

OPS-VonKruger says:
CO:  Not bad Ma'am

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* We're beaming more wounded there. Please send Dr. Smedley to help.

CSOLorenzo says:
@CEO:I need one tri-pod beamed down to my location.

TO_Kelson says:
*Xenobia*30 more casualties on the way.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: Only trouble with these "wands" they are specific to the mine itself

CMO_Tigs says:
*CO* :: where are you beaming them?::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Kelson* acknowledged

CEO_Davis says:
::compares his calculated angles with those of the computers and see's that they are close; he quickly begins to analyze all the data::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:wands?

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: Beam more wounded into Cargo Bay 4.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* We're sending them to Cargo Bay 4.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::holds the device for the CSO to see ::

CMO_Tigs says:
COMPUTER:: scans complete   torn mesenteric artery, blood loss 1.7 liters.::

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Aye, Ma'am.

MO-Xenobia says:
*aola* : status?

Host CO_Alar says:
Von Kruger: You're going to go fetch the wayward Doole.

CEO_Davis says:
COM: *CSO*: They should be there momentarily.  

MO-Xenobia says:
*Royce*:  injured coming in now, ma'am

TO_Kelson says:
::beams 30 more casualties to Cargo bay 4::

CEO_Davis says:
::looks at figures again::

OPS-VonKruger says:
CO: Aye aye, Ma'am

CMO_Tigs says:
* MO Alola  * status::

CSOLorenzo says:
@::eyes the device, I’ll be happy to inspect it after the disaster Minister.

OPS-VonKruger says:
::heads towards SB 3::

TO_Kelson says:
*Security*Security team Delta, report to Cargo Bay 4.

Host CO_Alar says:
Von Kruger: Take the Mississippi- it could use a jaunt.

CMO_Tigs says:
:: Taps her comm badge :: Dr Smedly to surgery stat::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Aola* injured beaming in now Ma'am...checking the wounded

CEO_Davis says:
::enters in figures into firing pattern quickly, then rechecks the area of fire::

Host CO_Alar says:
<Smedley> ::hauls into surgery:: *Tigs* I'm here.

CSOLorenzo says:
::takes a tri-pod from the security officers, and sets it up::

OPS-VonKruger says:
::stops, ::

CEO_Davis says:
::steps up to tactical console and fires probes to preset locations::

OPS-VonKruger says:
::Hailing Doole::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Goes to help with the tripod ::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs*  female youth, approximately 10-13, unconscious, unresponsive, vitals low, massive trauma to head and chest area, multiple broken bones...ready to beam directly to sick bay

CMO_Tigs says:
Smedley:: This patient has a torn mesenteric artery with critical blood loss can you do an emergency lap?;;

CEO_Davis says:
CO: We're launching the resonators now.  We're going to let them sort of "soften" the surface for us for about two minutes, then we'll fire the deflector beam.

CMO_Tigs says:
*MO*:: beam her to bio bed 7 now::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: Lenticular focus ?

FCO_Doole says:
::no response::

Host CO_Alar says:
<Smedley>Tigs: Certainly. ::steps up to the table and begins the surgery once the patient has been prepped::

CSOLorenzo says:
@::completes the set up:: Marek:Lets go on, I need to set up as many as i can before the quake comes again.

OPS-VonKruger says:
::comm must be out::

MO-Xenobia says:
*transporter room* one female to beam to sickbay, bio bed seven, immediately

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: Keep me informed.

CEO_Davis says:
::watches as the probes launch and head to their coordinates in groups of three::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::waves wand around again ::

CMO_Tigs says:
:: female youth materializes in SB::

MO-Xenobia says:
:: watches as the girl vanishes from Cargo Bay three ::

CMO_Tigs says:
COMPUTER:: Diagnostic scans full::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: this direction ::leads ever deeper ::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Aola* Status?

CEO_Davis says:
::taps into resonator controls through the LCARS and activates the resonators at 85%, set to a gradual increase every twenty-five seconds until they reach 100%::

OPS-VonKruger says:
::heads for the Mississippi::

EO_Wakefield says:
::rips ODN junction out of replicator in CEO's office::  SELF:  Sorry Chief, but I need this.

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Captain, we should reinforce security at Lorenzo's position.  If the shield is down, they could be in danger from the prisoners.

CMO_Tigs says:
:: checks the young girls pupil and find grey matter in her hair:

Host CO_Alar says:
ACTION: Drig and Lorenzo are approached by some of the homeless of the catacombs- they are silent, but it's clear they are afraid.

CSOLorenzo says:
@::feels their fear and sadness::

CMO_Tigs says:
COMPUTER:: scan complete :: NO brain activity, no functional cerebellum.::

CEO_Davis says:
::watches carefully as the resonators take effect, moving the plates slightly back and forth::

TO_Kelson says:
@<Security>::Takes defensive position::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Royce*  mostly broken bones, surface lacerations, toxicology have removed those with toxic fumes found in their systems, setting them up in a stasis field, level 5

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::waves to the ExPops :: If you can find a way out go up and out of the city !!

MO-Xenobia says:
*Aola* how many in stasis?

CEO_Davis says:
::ducks back to Engineering console and goes over readings once more, and also opens up a window to watch the plate movement carefully::

CMO_Tigs says:
COMPUTER:: Cardiac Arrest::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Royce* about 12

Host CO_Alar says:
<Homeless> ::nod and start scrambling away towards the surface::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: ::whispers:: watch which way they head

CMO_Tigs says:
:: stands back from the Biobed::

OPS-VonKruger says:
*Ens Smith and Ens Bell:: Report to the Mississippi on the double

EO_Wakefield says:
::goes to ODN junction 35 Kappa and removes access panel::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:We have to hurry, they have begun.

CEO_Davis says:
COM: *CSO*: Lorenzo, what's your status down there?  We've just sent the resonators..

Host Marek_Drig says:
@Expops: The "normal way is blocked !

CMO_Tigs says:
Computer:: Log time of death, and transport the patient to the Morgue::

Host CO_Alar says:
<Smedley> ::has successfully performed the surgery, and has one of the nurses close for him while he looks towards the next patient::

OPS-VonKruger says:
::Arrives @ the Mississippi::

CSOLorenzo says:
@CEO:We are beginning to place the tri-pod fields.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::reaches a junction and takes a left ::

Host CO_Alar says:
<Homeless> ::they nod again, and continue moving away from the normal exit- they know another way out.::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Stops after 10 meters and stops ::

CEO_Davis says:
COM: *CSO*: I'll have to adjust my settings.  Let me know as soon as you're finished.

CSOLorenzo says:
@::begins to set up another::

OPS-VonKruger says:
::Ens Smith & Bell arrive::

Host CO_Alar says:
<Homeless> ::pauses as if waiting for Drig and Lorenzo to come::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:done, lets continue.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: It is on both sides of here

CMO_Tigs says:
*MO* :: Report::

Host CO_Alar says:
::sits down in the captain's chair, watching the commotion, and is pleased that the crew is working together beautifully::

OPS-VonKruger says:
*TO*Request clearance to leave

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:i'd like one of those when this is over.  ::goes up to set up another field::

TO_Kelson says:
@<security> Marek: Minister, are these people dangerous.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::waves the wand and then continues down the tunnel ::

CEO_Davis says:
::modifies firing trajectory settings very carefully to accommodate the movement of the plates; changes are extremely slight, but he figures they will prove beneficial to those on the surface in the means of any impact::

Host CO_Alar says:
<Homeless> ::wait around for Lorenzo and Drig, patiently::

CMO_Tigs says:
*CO*:: Ma'am one of the injured has expired and has been placed in the morgue::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs* <Aola> mostly broken bones and surface lacerations here, 12 in level 5 stasis field for inhalation of toxic fumes

Host Marek_Drig says:
@Security: not unless you have something they want

TO_Kelson says:
OPS: Permission is given by the CO.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* Thank you for letting me know.

CSOLorenzo says:
@CMO:Once the deflector is fired you should expect more casualties Doctor.

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Captain, VonKruger is ready to launch.

CMO_Tigs says:
:: taps her comm badge:: CSO:: acknowledged::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:ok lets go.

Host CO_Alar says:
::feels an involuntary shiver dance down her spine knowing that a child has been lost in this....probably hundreds of children::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs*  mostly broken bones here, shock and dismay, cuts, bruises

CSOLorenzo says:
@CO:please send down the team to evaluate the city.

CEO_Davis says:
::watches as the two minutes finish, and he tones down the resonators slightly::

CEO_Davis says:
COM: *CSO*: Status, Lorenzo?

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Approaches a steep rank headed downwards at about 50 degrees ::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Vesuvius to Mississippi: Just hurry home, Ensign.

EO_Wakefield says:
::finishes repairing ODN junction 35 Kappa.  Replaces access panel::

CSOLorenzo says:
@CEO:1/4 complete

CMO_Tigs says:
*ALL*:: Any unassigned medical staff or those with medic training please report to DR. Royce in CB3 on the double::

OPS-VonKruger says:
*CO* Aye aye Ma'am

CSOLorenzo says:
@::continues to follow Marek::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::loosens jacket ::

CMO_Tigs says:
Smedley:: how are you holding up Doctor?::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs* <Aola>  male adult, laceration to the kidney, ruptured right lung, semi-conscious, ready to beam to sickbay

OPS-VonKruger says:
Ens Bell: We are cleared to leave

CEO_Davis says:
COM: *CSO*: Do you want us to send an engineering team down to assist you?  We're running out of time...

Host CO_Alar says:
<Smedley> Tigs: On my own two legs, thank you.

CMO_Tigs says:
*AOLA::  ready to accept in SB

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek: what about here, my scans show it to a weak spot.

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: Report.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Takes a small "gunlike" device and holds it against the rock and pulls the "trigger"::

CEO_Davis says:
::turns::

CMO_Tigs says:
:: make patient materializes in SB::

MO-Xenobia says:
<Aola> * transporter room* one male to beam directly to sickbay

OPS-VonKruger says:
::The Mississippi departs::

CEO_Davis says:
CO: Probes are good.  All I'm waiting on is Lorenzo at this point...she's setting up forcefields for protection on the surface.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: It is about 10 meters down the slope

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs*  Are we expecting any more injured?

CMO_Tigs says:
COMPUTER:: diagnostic scans full::

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: Keep me informed.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Starts going down the slope holding onto a strand of fiber the unreels from the gun ::

OPS-VonKruger says:
Ens Smith: Set course 225.3

CEO_Davis says:
:Nods to the captain::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Royce*: How many have you treated?

CMO_Tigs says:
*MO* :: if when the deflector array is fired by the CEO, all available staff is headed your way::

TO_Kelson says:
CO: More wounded ready to be beamed aboard, Captain.

MO-Xenobia says:
*Alar* in Cargo Bay Three we've had about 30, Cargo Bay Four about the same

Host CO_Alar says:
*Royce* Ready for more?

CEO_Davis says:
CO: With your permission, Captain, I'd like to send an engineering team to assist Lorenzo in putting up the fields.  

CSOLorenzo says:
@::follows Marek down, using his example::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Alar*  yes ma'am

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Stops about halfway down the slope ::

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: Agreed.

CMO_Tigs says:
COMPUTER;; scans complete Critical status, right kidney non functional bleeding of .53 liters, concussion level 3::

MO-Xenobia says:
:: advises staff to stand ready ::

CMO_Tigs says:
:: preps for surgery::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Points at a crack overhead :: CSO : There

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: Beam those not under observation back to the planet, but to a safe location. Beam up more wounded as you get a moment.

CMO_Tigs says:
Smedley :: this patient need a nephectomy and a CNS work up you available::

MO-Xenobia says:
*<Aola>* stand ready, more beaming up from the surface

TO_Kelson says:
CO: Aye, Captain.

Host CO_Alar says:
<Homeless> ::have since shambled off....self-preservation has taken over their sense of compassion::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Royce*  acknowledged

CSOLorenzo says:
@::completes the set up::

CEO_Davis says:
*EO*: Davis to Wakefield...report to the nearest MT room with Engineering team 1 to assist Lorenzo in placing forcefield generators.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Waves wand ::

TO_Kelson says:
::locks on to those ready for travel, beams them to Ministry building::

EO_Wakefield says:
*CEO:  Aye sir.  I'll put Ensign Robards in charge down here, he should be able to handle it just fine.

TO_Kelson says:
::beams more wounded to Cargo Bay 3::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: Now to climb back up

CEO_Davis says:
*EO*: I'll leave it at your discretion.  Davis out.

CSOLorenzo says:
@::quickly climbs back up to the edge::

CEO_Davis says:
CO: Ensign Wakefield is on his way with engineering team 1 to the MT room.

MO-Xenobia says:
:: more wounded materials in Cargo Bay 3:: mo's: let's get to work dr's.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@:::Reaches ledge and uses a small knife off of the belt ::

Host CO_Alar says:
<Smedley> ::moves to the next surgery as the patient has been prepped....begins removing the right kidney::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:Where is the next?

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Fits a new piton ::

EO_Wakefield says:
::gets engineering team 1 ready to go.  Grabs engineering kit.  Pauses at door, then grabs a phaser and heads to Transporter room::

MO-Xenobia says:
:: finds a man, choking, tricorder reads both lungs collapsed ::

OPS-VonKruger says:
*Magna*This is the Mississippi do you read?

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: We have to go the other way now ::points back to the main corridor ::

TO_Kelson says:
*EO*:  Be sure to take Security Team Beta with you.  They are standing by in transporter room 1.

CSOLorenzo says:
<SCI Teams>::ready to go down with the EO::

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: Acknowledged. You may want to get a wiggle on, Davis.

FCO_Doole says:
::no response::

MO-Xenobia says:
<Dr. Sans>  assistance here, please, emergency tracheotomy

EO_Wakefield says:
*TO*  OK.  Thanks Sam.

CEO_Davis says:
::frowns:: 

CEO_Davis says:
CO: A wiggle, Captain?

TO_Kelson says:
*EO*Just want you to have a safe trip, Dathan.

OPS-VonKruger says:
Bell:Let's get there as soon as possible

CSOLorenzo says:
@::quickly follows trying to complete the set up in time::

CMO_Tigs says:
:: checks on the number of beds left in SB::

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: It's an old saying, but I think you get the picture.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::enters the main corridor and takes a left ::

EO_Wakefield says:
::arrives at Transporter Room 1 and steps onto transporter pad with Security team and engineering team::

CEO_Davis says:
::shrugs and smiles a bit::

MO-Xenobia says:
:: decides to drop two chest tubes instead::

CEO_Davis says:
::access transporter log to observe when Wakefield leaves::

EO_Wakefield says:
Transporter Chief Bates:  Energize.

Host CO_Alar says:
ACTION: For the moment, the tremors have subsided....almost as if it's the calm before the storm.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Quickly enters a switchback  on the right ::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek: We need to hurry.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: There

OPS-VonKruger says:
::we are closing in on the Magma::

MO-Xenobia says:
:: patient begins to breath easier :: San:  stay with this one and stabilize him.

EO_Wakefield says:
::dematerializes, then materializes on planet.

CSOLorenzo says:
@::sets it up in record time::

Host CO_Alar says:
<Smedley> ::is cauterizing the non-essential blood vessels as the connection to the kidney is severed::

CSOLorenzo says:
@::nods to Marek::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: Follow me , I show one more Major one

CEO_Davis says:
::hears a beep and see's they have left::

MO-Xenobia says:
::checks the other doctors and nurses in Cargo Bay Three, all working well ::

TO_Kelson says:
CO: I have a lock on both away teams if we need to get them out of there in a hurry.

MO-Xenobia says:
*<Aola>*  status

CEO_Davis says:
COM: *EO* Keep a constant channel.   Let me know the moment you are finished.

OPS-VonKruger says:
Ens Smith:Lock on the tractor beam

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: Excellent work. Now don't lose it.

CMO_Tigs says:
*CO* We are at a critical low count for beds in SB where do you suggest we set up a secondary sickbay?::

EO_Wakefield says:
::glances around to check area::  @*Bates*:  OK chief, send the engineering team down.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::practically runs down a corridor that slopes upward and zig zags ::

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  Yes, Ma'am.

TO_Kelson says:
::keeps eye on lifesigns::

EO_Wakefield says:
@COM: *CEO*:  Aye.

MO-Xenobia says:
*Royce* we're doing good, ma'am, no serious causalities to report

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* Use what space you can in either Cargo Bay 3 or Cargo Bay 4.

CSOLorenzo says:
@::Stays close to Marek::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Slows and stops taking a new reading ::

CEO_Davis says:
::again modifies angles ever so slightly::

EO_Wakefield says:
::scans with tricorder and finds proper spot for tripod. proceeds to set it up.::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::goes to a short corridor partially blocked and squeezes through ::

CMO_Tigs says:
*MO ROYCE and AOLA*:: Set patients up in beds there in CB 3 and 4, as many as they will hold::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Goes 20 meters and points :: there

CSOLorenzo says:
@::passes the blocked corridor, and continues::

MO-Xenobia says:
*<Aola> and Royce *  acknowledged

CSOLorenzo says:
@::proceeds to the spot::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::looks about :: CSO: CSO ?

CEO_Davis says:
::brings up tactical configuration on his console and prepares to fire deflector pulse::

EO_Wakefield says:
::completes set up.  begins calibration::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek: Yes Minister?

TO_Kelson says:
@*Security* Status?

CEO_Davis says:
CO: I'm giving the teams one minute before I fire.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@CSO: this is a bigger crack than I thought

CEO_Davis says:
COM: CSO/EO: You've got one minute before we have to initiate the deflector pulse.  

CMO_Tigs says:
:: mans post op and check the status of the recovering surgical patients::

CSOLorenzo says:
@Marek:I will set up a few fields to secure it.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::Nods::

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: While we're young, Lieutenant.

EO_Wakefield says:
::calibration complete::

CEO_Davis says:
::frowns::

CEO_Davis says:
CO: I don't want them to get buried...twenty seconds..

TO_Kelson says:
@<Security>*TO* Area secure, Ensign.

OPS-VonKruger says:
::the runabout has reached the Magma and has locked on its tractor beam and is preparing to tow it back::

MO-Xenobia says:
:: oversee the number of beds in Cargo Bay Three, counts at least 4-5 dozen::

CEO_Davis says:
::synchronizes set in bursts as planned::

CSOLorenzo says:
@::sets up the remaining fields::

CEO_Davis says:
CO: 10..

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: Be ready to beam Drig, Lorenzo, and all the teams out of there as soon as possible.

CEO_Davis says:
CO: Firing...

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  Ready at your command.

OPS-VonKruger says:
*Vesuvius*We have the Magma in tow.

CEO_Davis says:
::fires sequence, then quickly looks to plate status::

EO_Wakefield says:
::moves to next set up point::

MO-Xenobia says:
*<Aola>*   bed count, please

TO_Kelson says:
::Sets locks::

MO-Xenobia says:
*Royce*  approximately 4-5 dozen

OPS-VonKruger says:
Ens Bell:  Set course back to the Vesuvius.

CEO_Davis says:
::sets lock as well and accesses transporter room controls just in case Kelson has trouble::

Host CO_Alar says:
ACTION: The beam lances out of the Vesuvius, and strikes the planet, causing one last earthquake to rumble over the planet before falling silent.

Host Marek_Drig says:
@:::Feels the shake and falls over ::

EO_Wakefield says:
::arrives at next setup point and begins setting up tripo0d::

CEO_Davis says:
::watches as the plates shudder, which was somewhat expected;  things seem to be going well though::

CSOLorenzo says:
@::holds on , the last tri-pods set up::

Host Marek_Drig says:
@::hits head on a rock ::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: *Vesuvius to Mississippi* Good job, Ensign.

EO_Wakefield says:
::feels shaking::  ALL:  This does not help me.

MO-Xenobia says:
*Tigs* Cargo Bay Three has approximately 3-4 dozen beds set up and full, Aola in Cargo Bay Four reports about the same

CSOLorenzo says:
@::goes over to the Minister, checks his status::

Host CO_Alar says:
ACTION: Leijfin Prime is still for the first time in weeks.

EO_Wakefield says:
::calibrates tripod::

CEO_Davis says:
::looks at final plate positions::

CSOLorenzo says:
@::sighs with relief::

CMO_Tigs says:
*CO*:: We have 120 to 150 injured in beds in CB 3 and 4::

OPS-VonKruger says:
COM:Vesuvius request permission to dock.

CSOLorenzo says:
@::runs tricorder over Marek::

CEO_Davis says:
CO:  The plates have been moved back, Captain.  I think it should be pointed out that this solution may not last...this will definitely require further study...

Host CO_Alar says:
Davis: At least it's a start.

CSOLorenzo says:
@COM:Vesuvius:We need a beam out.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* Acknowledged.

CEO_Davis says:
::nods::

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  I've got them, Captain.

Host CO_Alar says:
Kelson: Energize.

TO_Kelson says:
CO:  Energizing....

Host CO_Alar says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO_Alar says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


